
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of presales
solution architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for presales solution architect

May participate in complex technical architecture, design, and sizing, by
identifying site-specific parameters and constraints that impact the technical
solution
Contributes to deals in the pipeline where needed and consistently uses tools
to log and track activity throughout sales cycle
Scope, define & design solution offerings for RAN
Take Customer Solution Responsible role in tenders and deals, propose
innovative and alternative solutions covering business requirements and
present to Customers
Provide feedback to R&D and Business Units
Participation in external marketing events (conferences, round tables)
Lead NSW customer facing technical engagements, understanding customer
business, technical and operational paint points, requirements and KPI’s (use
cases, integration points, ) and provide subject matter expertise on complex
cross-domain solutions
Develop deep understanding of key technology trends (standards, industry
events)
Lead discussions on technical requirements and gaps with Product Managers
and System Engineers to ensure customer commitments can be met, during
pre-sales engagements and to make sure products and services roadmap
align with India/Nepal/Bhutan customers’ long-term needs

Example of Presales Solution Architect Job
Description
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Qualifications for presales solution architect

Bachelor’s degree in engineering or from technical university
Master's or advanced degree in technology preferred
Demonstrates outstanding consultative selling techniques, including active
listening, framing, white boarding, storytelling
Expert knowledge of partner´s and non-standard partner´s offerings and
how/when to leverage them for deals within area of specialization
Has successfully completed knowledge-based experienced-based industry
certifications
Deep business and financial acumen and the ability to engage customers in
strategic financial conversations


